




An estimated area of one and a half acres 

of forest which equals to 36 football fields 

are cut down every second in the world. A 

large share of the deforestation is being 

done to meet the global demand for wood 

to furnish utilities ranging from interior 

decoration and furnishing to advertising 

and event decor. Unless we substitute 

wood with material that will ensure least 

damage to the environment, the world will 

face serious ecological imbalances in the 

near future. It is from this thought that 

Bestwood took shape.

Bestwood from Polyon Industries offers a 

durable range of PVC Foam boards that 

can effectively substitute wood and 

guarantee finer features. Being South 

India’s sole largest manufacturer of PVC 

Foam Board Polyon Industries produces 

Bestwood with maximum possibilities for 

customization and choice of colours.

Chemically foamed, firm and light weight 

Bestwood’s executed boards have a fine and 

homogeneous closed cell structure with a 

smooth matte finish surface on both sides. 

Bestwood also surpasses several downbeat 

aspects of wood like termite attacks, 

flammability, and moisture retention. The 

brand adheres to the highest quality control 

policies that extend even to its packaging. 

Bestwood even provides a masking film on 

its boards so as to ensure that they do not 

get damaged during transportation.

Polyon Industries is one of the part of the 

swiftest expanding and most innovative 

business groups in the country. Bestgroup 

India – the group which have more than 

three decades of expertise in manufacturing 

and facilitating infrastructure raw materials.

















BESTWOOD offers customized foam boards that are beneficial to fabricate beautiful and long 

lasting kitchen cabinets, artistic wall cladding, bedroom cupboards, cabinets for bathrooms, 

dining furniture for living rooms and as a durable book shelf for book lovers.













False Ceilings

CNC Cutting



BESTWOOD is extremely durable, light weight and weather resistant, 

making it perfect for crafting exhibition stalls, event decor, signage, laser 

engraving materials and so on.







BESTWOOD offers several benefits over wood, in terms of attributes and cost. 
Having consistent cell structure and bond strength helps Bestwood score this edge.

BESTWOOD is offered in the international standard dimension 
measuring 1 mm to 25 mm. Owing to the state-of-the-art 
manufacturing facilities at Polyon Industries, BESTWOOD PVC 
Foam Boards can be custom ordered in a thickness range 
varying from 1 mm to 25 mm, within which, densities ranging 
from .50 g/cc to .80 g/cc are also available.

This unique advantage of BESTWOOD ensures that you can get 
Boards of your preference hassle-free within the shortest 
duration. BESTWOOD will match the exact specifications that 
your application demands.





We recommend any PVC to PVC glue.

Bestwood can also be used as a base board for lamination with HPL, veneer or any other material 
so as to ensure additional strength and protection against warping.
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Bestwood is a highly eco-friendly material as it does not involve cutting of trees 

and usage of harsh chemicals. Moreover Bestwood can be recycled and reused. 

This ensures that Bestwood greatly saves on money and resources.
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BESTWOOD BYPRODUCT
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RED

BL AR - 108
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Acrylic Lamination Shades

Fusion Graphix Lamination Shades

PVC Film Lamination Shades





1 mm to 25 mm

(The colour shades are only representative) Colours are available in 8 mm and 18 mm thickness.

1220 48 2440 96

Technical Properties of Bestwood

0.50 - 0.80




